
AARON ZIMMER
Computer science graduate with experience working across full-stack software development projects. Two
years of experience creating apps for use on social media platforms. Searching for a position to put my
skills to use while learning from experienced team members.

Web Developer Intern
Morganson's Media, St. Louis

Created an in‑house app using HTML/CSS, React, and Node to allow users
to recommend and manage hobbies and games.
Determined user requirements, built, and maintained code for the app to
save more than 15 hours of labor each month.
Collaborated with senior developer and several interns to brainstorm
ideas and implement feedback across the app's development lifespan.
Was selected as a high‑performing intern by the overall technology team.

Present

Social Media Manager
Coryell Inc., St. Louis

Created a responsive app using Node and Django that let users schedule
when posts would go out on various social media platforms.
Built features using Python that determined the best time of day for
engagement on social media posts for an increase of 25% for users.
Released app for the company and saw it grow to 5,000 active users per
month.
Partnered with peers to troubleshoot and release app to the public after
use in‑house.

Bachelor of Science Computer Science
University of Missouri, Kansas City

Held a 3.9 GPA across an intensive computer science program.
Was included on the dean's list for seven semesters during the course of the degree.
Created and ran the university's first computer science club.

References available on request.
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